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	Clubbing: Dancing, Ecstasy and Vitality, 9780415202145 (0415202140), Routledge, 1999
This book is about clubbing. More specifically, this book is about the experiences of going clubbing. It is concerned with some of the motivations for and the sociospatio-temporal and bodily-emotional practices which constitute the clubbing experience. The book is also concerned with many of the cultures, spaces and mediations influencing and ‘producing’ the clubbing experience. Finally, this book is concerned with sketching out an understanding of the vitality that may be engendered through the experiences of clubbing.

The book sets out to answer three distinct, but closely related questions:

	How is clubbing constituted through the practices, imaginations and emotions of the clubbers themselves?
	How can music and dancing so powerfully affect our experiences of certain spaces, of ourselves and of others?
	How is clubbing, as a form of ‘play’, significant within the identities and identifications of the clubbers, and in what ways can it engender vitality through its playful practices?


In attempting to answer these questions the book is split into three parts. Part One is comprised of a number of introductory sections which I have called ‘The beginnings’ —each section within this initial part of the book performs an important role in contextualising ‘The night out’ to come. So, after this short introduction to the book, the next section in ‘The beginnings’ provides a contextual background for the project in the form of a brief review of the state, scope and scale of clubbing in late 1990s Britain. I follow this contextual introduction by setting out in some detail the three major academic starting points for ‘The night out’. These starting points are: young people at play, consumption and consuming, and the sociality and performativity which arise out of a concern with processes of identity formation and amendment.
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Writing Successfully in ScienceRoutledge, 1992
Are you a reluctant writer? If so, you are in good company. Many scientists, even the most successful ones, would rather get on with their next piece of work than settle down to reporting the last piece. But it is a fact of scientific life that every worthwhile research project must lead to publication or a written report of some kind. Each new...

		

Objective-C Quick Syntax Reference (Expert's Voice in Objective-C)Apress, 2013

	The Objective-C Quick Syntax Reference is a condensed code and syntax reference to the popular Objective-C programming language, which is the core language behind the APIs found in the Apple iOS and Mac OS SDKs.  It presents the essential Objective-C syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy...


		

Technical Support Essentials: Advice to Succeed in Technical Support (Beginner to Intermediate)Apress, 2009
Technical Support Essentials is a book about the many facets of technical support. It attempts to provide a wide array of topics to serve as points of improvement, discussion, or simply topics that you might want to learn. The topics range from good work habits to the way technical support    groups establish their own style of work....





	

Living With the Internet and Online Dangers (Teen's Guides)Facts on File, 2010

	Living with the Internet and Online Dangers highlights the risks and problems that come with modern Web technology, as well as what teens can do to protect themselves. Chapters explore online job hunting, email scams and Internet fraud, finding that special someone online, and wireless security. Written in straightforward language, this new...


		

5 Steps to a 5: AP Physics C 2021McGraw-Hill, 2020

	
		MATCHES THE LATEST EXAM!

	
		In this hybrid year, let us supplement your AP classroom experience with this easy-to-follow study guide!

	
		The immensely popular 5 Steps to a 5 ...



		

Substance Abuse in the Mentally and Physically DisabledCRC Press, 2001

	This up-to-the-minute reference explores current trends, disease etiology and associations, novel assessment tools, and modern laboratory tests to promote coordinated treatment of comorbid substance abuse, psychiatric disease, and general medical conditions-recognizing the causal relationship between substance abuse and medical and...
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